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1.) Two objects of masses 45.0 kg and 15.0 kg are connected by a rope that passes over a frictionless pulley, as in the 
figure below. The 15.0 kg object lies on a rough 37° incline (rough means there is friction). The friction produces a force 
of 25 N.  a.) Find the acceleration of the two objects. 

  Required FBD:
Frictionless Required Opening Symbol Equations:
pulley

 15 kg

           45 kg

       37°

b.) Find the tension in the rope.

2.)  Determine the time it will take for the 450 N box to slide down the rough 30° ramp below. The 
ramp puts a frictional force of  82.0 N on the sliding box.  Assume boxes start from rest.

  Required FBD:
Frictionless      Required Opening Symbol Equations:
pulley

         450 N

 
 8 m

   140 N            30°

b.) What is the normal force on the 450 N box?



3a.) Determine the velocity of the 400 lb ball after it has dropped 15 ft.  The ball is attached to a 
270 lb box on the rough 20° ramp. The ramp puts a frictional force of 75 lbs on the sliding box. In 
addition, the box on the ramp is being held with a force of 50 lbs at 25° to the ramp.  (vo = 0)

  Required FBD:

25°

                         20°

  Required Opening Symbol Equations:

3b.) What is the contact force between the box and the ramp?

4.) How long will it take a 10 slug box to be pulled by a boy 20 ft down a rough 35° ramp?  The box 
is attached by a cable over a pulley to a 4 slug hanging weight . There is  a retarding frictional force 
of  40 lbs on the box.  The boy is pulling horizontally on the box on the ramp with a force of 10 lbs. 
Assume everything starts from rest.

Draw the FBD of the system:  Required Opening Symbol Equations:

answers:   1a) 5.46 m/s2       1b) 195.5 N         2a.) 17.9 sec        2b.) 389.7 N       3a.) 16.4 ft/s        3b.) 232 lbs          4.) 4.79 sec


